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TRAILERABLE MODEL OPTIONAL INCLUDED IN PLANS
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LOA 24'  LWL  23'9" 
DRAFT  MAIN HULL        19" 
DISPLACEMENT  2450# 

BEAM 17'/ 16'8" SAIL AREA 386 ft/sq 
DRAWING  DAGGER BOARDS  DOWN 36" 
USEFUL LOAD  1300# 

 
Tri-Star 24 maximum design concept begins with  a full length water line, in 

harmony with Tri-Star 24 performance sail plan and buoyant amae, a full battened 
man is optional. Tri-Star 24 flush deck design gives you the comfort of  a 
spacious deck that is easy  to move about on. A roomy cockpit to make sailing 
leisurable and enjoyable in all sailing   conditions. Tri-Star's  flush deck 
unitized construction gives double berth   accommodations in the wings not found 
on any design it's size, but don't try to   sit up   in  them. The main hull is 
comfortably set up with a full  galley and either "Tri-Star four place dinette• 
or a two place dinette and settee may be installed. Head   room in the main bull 
galley is 5'5" with the hatch closed and 6'4" head room with the "Pop Top" hatch 
that has removable side curtains for all  weather  enjoyment. There is a large 
passage forward, where there may be double berth with a water closet under. Aft 
under the cockpit there may be a berth or a light inboard installed. 

Tri-Star 24 has the option of  being trailerable at a 8'6" width. Whenever 
being trailered the hull may be   used as a camper, with the bunk areas being 
closed otf with plywood plugs. The amas are easily folded up on to the deck by 
hand or using a "A" frame. The fold joint is sealed with a over-hang and foam 
seal plus an inexpensive air seal. Trailering beam 16'8", non-trailerable 
beam 
17', the hinging making the two inch difference per side. 

Tri-Star 24 now has two options to make its accommodations unsurpassed 
for a design of her size. First, there is the UNDER WING FLARE ad ng enjoyable 
and functional space to the interior accommodations.  Second, there is the CABIN 
MODEL option which gives you a  24' tri  with 6'1" headroom without breaking up 
Tri-Star 24 flush deck and its flowing lines. 

Tri-Star 24, a design that encompasses all the features that make a fast, 
comfortable and enjoyable mini/large Trimaran.  Happy Building and Sailing. 


